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1. Introduction
The Slavic languages display a system of inflectional stress alternations of particular complexity, whose relationship to what is found in other Indo European languages, and Baltic in particular, remains a matter of intense debate. Two facts are clear: (i) Proto Indo European had some system of lexically and paradigmatically determined stress placement, and (ii) there was a period (or periods) in between Proto Indo European and late Common Slavic when stress placement was influenced by other prosodic properties, such as syllable length and pitch (roughly speaking, length attracted stress). A review of recent controversies can be found in Lehfeldt (2001) and Olander (2009). Below we will concentrate on developments that can be confidently traced from late Common Slavic to the attested daughter languages. The account in §2 is based largely on the (often conflicting) accounts of Stang (1957), Dybo (1981), Stankiewicz (1993) and Kortlandt (1975).

2. Common Slavic
Following Stang (1957) inflected words in Common Slavic can be divided into three accentual classes, labelled ‘a’, ‘b’ and ‘c’. The a-class had stress fixed to some stem syllable, and did not undergo stress alternations. C-class stems, on the other hand, were by definition alternating. Dybo (1981) interprets this as the result of the interplay between the accentual properties of stems and affixes. C-class stems were underlyingly unaccented. By default, stress was assigned to the initial syllable of the phonological word, including any proclitics, and realized as circumflex accent (e.g. nominative singular lěn-ost-b ‘laziness’). However, if the word form contained an underlyingly accented affix or clitic, this received stress (instrumental singular lěn-ost-b-jo̞, where the case ending was underlyingly accented). The b-class occupied an intermediate position. Originally it had stress fixed to the first syllable following the root (typically an inflectional ending or theme vowel). However, by late Common Slavic, stress had retracted in some parts of the paradigm (where it is realized as neaoctave accent), resulting in a limited set of paradigmatic stress alternations. Below we outline some of the major stress alternations associated with the c- and b-class.

2.1 Nouns
In the c-class, end stress associated with underlyingly accented endings was found in: (i) all singular cases of the a-stems except for the accusative, and possibly the dative (nominative gol’və ‘head’, genitive gol’vý versus accusative gol’və, dative gol’vě; (ii) the locative singular of i- and u-stems (dative kòsti ‘bone’, sýnovi ‘son’ versus locative kòsti, syni); (iii) the instrumental singular of i-stems (kostujo̞); (iv) the oblique plural cases of all stem classes (nominative gol’vy, kòsti versus locative gol’vaxь, kòstixь); and (v) the neuter nominative/accusative plural -a (nominative/accusative singular póľje ‘field’, plural pol’jà). In
languages which developed an enclitic definite article (Bulgarian and Macedonian, and similarly in northern Russian dialects), stress fell on the article (indefinite měso ‘meat’, definite měso-tö).

In the b-class stress was retracted from the ending in: (i) the locative and instrumental plural of (some?) o-stems (nominative/accusative gnězdа ‘nest’, locative gnězděxъ); and (ii) all the plural cases of some neuter o-stems (nominative/accusative singular selо ‘village’, plural sěla), possibly the result of an analogical extension of the previous retraction, which coincided with the phonologically regular retraction of stress from the weak jer of the genitive plural ending.

2.2 Adjectives

In the c-class, indefinite adjectives behaved like the corresponding noun classes (o- and a-stem). Definite adjectives are assumed originally to have had stress on the pronominal element (nominative/accusative neuter singular indefinite mőldo ‘young’, definite *moldo-je). However, all comparative evidence points to stress on the preceding syllable (moldo-je). C-class comparatives in -ě- have stress on the on this element, while those in -j-, have stem stress realized as an acute accent (móž-je). In the b-class, stress retracted from ending to the root syllable in the definite forms (indefinite belо ‘white’, definite bělo-je), as well as in the comparative.

2.3 Verbs

The c-class is characterised by end stress in most forms. Initial stress is found in: (i) the first person singular present (first singular lővjo ‘hunt’, third singular lovìtъ); (ii) all forms of the l-participle except the feminine singular, following the pattern of indefinite adjectives (neuter singular lővilo, feminine lovilà); (iii) the second/third person singular aorist (first singular lovìxъ, second/third singular lovì); and (iv) the masculine/neuter nominative singular of the present active participle (with the ending -ę, which turns up as a gerund in the daughter languages (lőve, feminine lovětìjì). This is something of an idealized picture. Complications arise particularly in the l-participle and the aorist, which fail to show the expected reflexes for some stem types. Secondary vocalic stems typically behave like the b-class, with stress on the post-root vowel in all forms. Obstruent stems typically behave like the b-class in the l-participle, with stress on the ending (as reflected in Russian nesēt ‘carries’ versus neslà, neslò, nesli), though some stems display stem stress throughout (as in Russian gryzēt ‘gnaws’ versus gryzla, gryzlo, gryzli), ascribed by Dybo (1981, 254-55) to Hirt’s law, under which stress was retracted onto an Indo European long syllable.

In b-class verbs, as with other word classes, we expect stress to fall on the post-root syllable. However, here too a number of stress rejections are in evidence, namely: (i) in all the present tense forms except the first person singular (first singular nosjо ‘carry’– third singular nösitsъ). Note that per Dybo et al. (1990) there is a group of i-stem verbs (causatives and denominals) which fail to show this retraction, and so overlap partially with the c-class; (ii) the past passive participle in -en- (infinitive nösiti, participle nösjemъ). With the exception of mog- ‘be able’, b-class verbs are all vocalic stems.
3. Developments in the daughter languages

3.1 Changes in the realization of stress

In some languages the position of stress in inherited alternations is retained more or less faithfully, while in others it has been altered by sound changes. The sorts of systems which result are exemplified in table 240.1 by nominative forms of c-class a-stem nouns, where end stress in the singular alternated with initial stress in the plural in Common Slavic. Čakavian dialects and the East Slavic languages retain the old position of stress. Western dialects of Bulgarian do as well (the standard language has eliminated this alternation). In other languages the outward realization of this alternation has been transformed. Standard Serbo-Croatian reflects the Štokavian retraction of stress onto the preceding syllable, where it is realized as rising accent. Slovene underwent both stress retraction and stress advancement. Stress was retracted under conditions more limited than in Štokavian (from short final syllables only), yielding rising accent, while a circumflex accent (i.e. the initial stress in c-class lexemes) was advanced one syllable. In the Slovincian dialect of Kashubian, stress was retracted from short final syllables in polysyllabic stems. In nouns, this change was morphologized to the point that original end stress is realized as stem-final stress throughout the paradigm.

A purely morphophonological change which affected all the daughter languages was the reanalysis of absolute initial stress as stem stress, so that stress on proclitics with c-class stems is retained only as a fossilized relic (Russian нà вóду ‘into the water’, Serbo-Croatian нò вóду). There is also a decided tendency, independently attested in various languages, for final stress to retract from disyllabic endings (Russian second plural present нёсёте ‘carry’ along with dialectal нёселё) and from enclitics (Bulgarian mesóto ‘the meat’ from a presumed *mesotiò; see also the behaviour of definite adjectives discussed above).

3.2 Extension of inherited alternations

Certain c-class alternations have been particularly productive, including: (i) stress on the u-stem locative singular ending -u has been extended along with this ending, becoming a concomitant feature of the second locative case of Russian (na аéроportu ‘at the airport’). Traces of this are found in a- and b-class nouns in Slovene as well (dative прìstu ‘finger’, locative прístu, the mirror image of the original c-class alternation found in dative grádu ‘castle’, locative грádu); (ii) The shift of stress to all neuter plural endings has become a characteristic feature of consonant-stems in many of the daughter language, even where these originally belonged to the a-class (Russian nominative/accusative singular чудо ‘miracle’, plural чудèсы, or Serbo-Croatian чудо, чудëса). In Bulgarian, this stress shift has been largely generalized to neuters with stem-final stress (singular светîло ‘star’, светìла). In the East Slavic this alternation has been extended beyond neuters, e.g. in Ukrainian, where it is found in masculines (nominative singular чоловîк ‘person’, plural чоловîкî) and a-stem nouns (nominative singular учîтел’ка ‘teacher’, plural учîтел’ки); note that stem stress is no longer restricted to the stem-final syllable; (iii) Initial stress in the first singular present of perfective verbs has been generalized in Western Bulgarian dialects, as well as adjacent Macedonian and Serbian dialects. Extended to the a- and b-class, this leads to an alternation between the initial (typically a prefix) and stem-final syllable (first singular раввесела se ‘celebrate’, third
singular razveseti se). In Slovincian it has been even further generalized to all verbs, regardless of aspect or prefixation (first singular červenéja ‘shine red’, third singular červenéje). On the other hand, this alternation is no longer found in any of the East Slavic languages (for Slovene and Serbo-Croatian, see the final paragraph of §3.3); and (iv) Initial stress in the second/third singular aorist has been widely extended to all accentual classes in Serbo-Croatian (first singular kupovah ‘bought’, second/third singular kūpova).

In the b-class, the most productive nominal pattern has been the stress retraction in the plural forms of o-stem neuters, as illustrated with selo above in §2.1, which in East Slavic has been widely extended to a-stems (singular ženâ ‘wife’ ~ plural žený). In verbs, the stress retraction in the past passive participle in -en- has been extended to original c-class stems, either wholly (Ukrainian and Byelorussian) or partly (elsewhere). The stress retraction in non-first singular forms of the present is productive in East Slavic (particularly in the i-stems), where it has a tendency to replace non-alternating ending stress typical of c-class verbs; compare the more archaic Russian first singular govorju ‘say’, second singular govoriš ‘with the more innovative Byelorussian havaru, hovoryš.

3.3 Loss of inherited alternations

The original c-class alternations have been widely lost, especially in nouns: (i) Outside of Slovincian, c-class alternations are typically retained only in monosyllabic stems; this is especially true of Slovene; (ii) Outside of Slovincian, initial stress in the accusative singular of a-stem has largely been eliminated, typically retained only in inanimates. Initial stress in the dative singular is even rarer; (iii) Stress on the instrumental singular of i-stems has largely been eliminated outside of Slovene and Slovincian; (iv) The alternation between initial stress in the nominative plural and ending stress in the oblique cases has largely been eliminated in the o-stems and a-stems in East Slavic, though it is still common in the i-stems (Russian nominative myśi ‘mice’, genitive myśe); and (v) The original pattern where stress was attracted to the definite article (or the preceding syllable) in Bulgarian has been retained only where the noun form ends in a consonant, that is, where stress falls on the (synchronic) article itself, (grad- ‘the city’, sol-‘the salt’). Otherwise, the alternation has been eliminated, usually favouring the stress of the definite form (mjâso ‘meat’, meso-to → meso, meso-to). In West Bulgarian dialects the original alternation is maintained.

In adjectives, the c-class shift of stress to feminine singular -a in the indefinite form is lost in Serbo-Croatian and Bulgarian, and only marginally retained in Slovene. The cognate alternation in the l-participle is likewise lost in Serbo-Croatian and Bulgarian (though note that Bulgarian has simply generalized stem-stress for all l-participles, including those of the b-class), and is restricted (Russian) or lost in the other East Slavic languages.

The b-class stress retraction in the locative and instrumental plural of o-stems is retained only in Slovene and Čakavian. In b-class verbs, the most significant change has been the loss of end stress in the first singular present, which occurred in all of South Slavic. In Slovene and Serbo-Croatian this was concomitant with the replacement of -ọ with an ending of the shape -Vm (where the original ending is retained, so is the alternation, e.g. Serbo-Croatian mögu, můžeš ‘be able’). This morphological change also accounts for the loss of the first singular c-class alternation in these languages. In Bulgarian, on the other hand, the
generalization of stem stress was independent of segmental morphology (mógo, móžeš).

3.4 Summary
In the earliest reconstructed stage of Slavic, morphemes were construed either underlyingly accented or unaccented, and stress paradigms were simply a by-product of their morphological concatenation. By late Common Slavic phonological and morphological changes produced a system where at least some accentual alternations have become an autonomous morphological device. This is apparent in the models of Garde (1976) and Zaliznjak (1985), where an enriched system of diacritics (beyond accented versus unaccented) is needed to account for the accentual behaviour of morphemes. The individual Slavic languages show a further grammaticalization of stress, often favouring the opposition of single grammatical categories (e.g. number, as in the singular, plural alternation in East Slavic nouns) over compound values (e.g. case + number, as with the almost complete loss of c-class noun alternations associated with singular case forms).

4. Loss of inflectional accent
In spite of the significant differences in the stress systems of the languages discussed above, they all represent a recognizable elaboration of the Common Slavic system. By contrast, the languages which have phonologically fixed stress (all of West Slavic outside of North Kashubian, and Macedonian) represent a clean typological break. At the boundaries of these zones we find transitional dialects which represent a third accentual type. These dialects have received relatively little attention, because they have not formed the basis of any literary standard, nor are they useful for the reconstruction of Common Slavic accent. Nevertheless, they are of typological interest, and in addition provide important clues for reconstructing the genesis of phonologically fixed stress; on the whole, what we witness is the gradual weakening of the grammatical and lexical role of stress, and the increasing importance of prosodic constraints. The following sketch is based on Baerman (1999).

The most extensive zone stretches between the Bulgarian-Macedonian border, where the dialects have an archaic stress system, to western Macedonia, where most dialects have fixed antepenultimate stress. These transitional dialects can be divided into two zones. In the more archaic eastern zone, nominal accentual alternations are eliminated outright. In verbs, accentual class distinctions are eliminated. For all verbs, stress shifts between the root in the present and the following syllable in the aorist, basically corresponding to the original b-class pattern (first singular present dovědám ‘bring’, aorist dověděl). In the more innovative western zone, prosodic constraints largely prohibit stress on any but the penultimate and antepenultimate syllables, and residual lexical distinctions are eliminated: all members of a given word class behave identically. Similar observations can be made about transitional Kashubian dialects. It is important to note that only after the loss of grammatically and lexically conditioned stress do prosodic constraints come to the fore. The rise of phonologically fixed stress appears thus to have been primarily a morphological phenomenon, and only secondarily a phonological one.
5. Cited literature
Table 240.1: Varying realizations of stress alternations in the daughter languages

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Čakavian (Senj)</th>
<th>Russian</th>
<th>Western Bulgarian</th>
<th>Serbo-Croatian</th>
<th>Slovene</th>
<th>Kashubian (Slovincian)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>nominative singular</td>
<td>glävà</td>
<td>golovà</td>
<td>glavà</td>
<td>gláva</td>
<td>gláva</td>
<td>niedźela</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>‘head’</td>
<td>glâve</td>
<td>gólovy</td>
<td>glâvi</td>
<td>glâve</td>
<td>glavê</td>
<td>nièdzelo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nominative plural</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

‘head’

‘Sunday’